Referencing an Interview: (You Conducted)

1. Name of interviewed person.

2. Kind of Interview (In Italics)

3. Date

e.g.

Viola, Bill. Telephone Interview. 10th May 2014

This will look like this in a body of work:

Reading enables you to go deeper into your understanding of your research books are an integral part of this.

By doing a literature review it shows that you have understood your reading and the breadth and depth of your research on a given topic.

Make sure you include everything as using someone’s else’s ideas and using them as your own is as much plagiarism as direct quotes so remember to reference!

Bibliography/Reading list


Viola, Bill. Telephone Interview. 10th May 2014

Make sure it is in you Bibliography in alphabetical order.

Make sure you place your numbers correctly.

Your footnote should look like this for an Interview.

1 Viola, Bill. Telephone Interview. 10th May 2014